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UNITED STATES. PATENT OFFICE. 
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To all lwhom ¿t may concern: . 
Be it known that I, BERNARD GRANVILLE, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
New York city, in the county of New York 
and State of New York, have invented cer~ 
tain new and useful Improvements in Drill 
ing Apparatus, fully described and repre 
sented in the following specification. 
This invention relates to drilling appa 

ratus and has for an object -to provide a 
means for drilling of a hole at an angle 

_ with a hole already drilled. 
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>drilled substantially at right angles 

A further object of my invention is to 
provide a drilling apparatus in which a 
force to feed the drill forward is applied 
iìndependently of the means for rotating the 
rill. Y 

Prior to my invention many forms of 
drills for boring straight holes into the 
earth were known. By the 4Vuse of these in» 
struments it has been customary to drill 
holes sometimes to a depth of 3000 ft. or 
more _in search for oil, gas or other minerals 
or liquids; If, as not infrequently happens, 
such a hole is drilled without striking a 
source of oil or\` gas, the hole becomes en 
tirely worthless and the expense of boring 
it is lost even though there may be a source 
or oil or gas quite' near the bottom of the 
hole; for in order to reach this source or 
even to lind out its location, it has been 
>necessary to drill another hole of the same 
depth beside the first hole. ' 
By means of my invention a hole may be 

from 
the bottom of a deep well. Thus a hori 
zontal hole may be extended several hun 
dred feet from the bottom of any well in any 
desired direction. By use of my device, 
therefore, all sources of oil or gas within a 
radius of several hundred feet of a well may 
be 1iìeached without the boring of additional 
we s. 

My invention thus provides not only a 
means for vextensive prospecting from a 
single well. but also a means rendering use 
ful dry wells which have heretofore been 
considered a total loss. Another use of my 
invention is to increase the yield of wells 
alreadyy in use, for my drilling apparatus 
may be used to bore horizontal holes from 
the bottom of a well from which oil, gas or 
water is flowing. My invention is apppli 
cable to many other uses beside that spe~ 

cì‘ñcally mentioned. One of its advantages 
is that the drill may be fed forward by fluid 
pressure so that the feeding force is en 
tirely independent ofthe shaft, or other 
means used to operate the drill.' My inven» 
tion incorporating this advantage may be 
used for drilling straight holes as well as 
holes at an angle to a hole already drilled. 
In order that my invention may be 

clearly understood, I will describe in detail 
the specific embodiment of it which is 
shown in the accompanying drawing. 
The drawing is a vertical cross-section of 

the lower portion of a well showing my 
drilling apparatus in the position which it 
occupies shortly after beginning the drill~ 
ing of a horizontal hole from the bottom 
of the well. . 
The well 1 is provided with a metal cas 

ing 2Á such as is customarily driven into oil 
wells. The lining 2 docs not extend to the 
bottomvof the well 1. My drilling appa~ 
ratus is shown in the process of boring a 
horizontal hole from a point near the bot 
tom of the Well. ‘ 
Within the well 1 is a set of rigid pipe 

sections 3 screwed one into another. To the 
lower pipe section is screwed an elbow 4. 
In the outer end of the elbow 4 is a recess 
or Hare 5. The set of pipe sections is of 
suilicient length to reach from the ground 
to the point in the well from which it is 
desired to bore a horizontal hole. Fitting 
within the pipe sections is a'flexible metal 
tube 6. The-length of this llexible tube is 
slightly greater than the distance to which 
it is desired to extend the horizontal hole. 
The lower end of the flexible tube 6 is se 
curely attached to a bearing 7. The endof 
the flexible tube is bent in to enter an an 
nular groove 8 in the external surface bear~ 
ing 7, and in addition rivets 9 are used to at 
tach the pipe to the bearing. lVithin the 
bearing is mounted a diamond drill 10. On 
the outer face of the drill 10 diamonds 11 
are mounted in the usual manner, The di 
ameter of the cutting surface 4of the drill 
is greater than the diameter of the body of 
the drill and greater than the outside di 
ameter of the flexible pipe 6. A screw col 
lar 12 retains the drill within the bearing 7. 
A thrust washer 13 is inserted between the 

' collar 12 and the bearing 7. 
The rigid bearing surface of the drill 
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within the hole which it cuts extends from 
the cutting surface of the drill to the plane 
of the rear surface ofthe bearing washer 13, 
as the portion of the tube 6 which is attached 
to the bearing ring T is held rigidly in pos1 
tion so that it cannot bend; The rigid outer 
bearing surface of the drill is longer than 
the diameter of the drill. For the reason 
hereinafter explained it is preferably made 
as long as the lower portion of the elbow 4, 
whose length is determined bythe width of 
the well 1, in which the drilling apparatus 
is to be used. _ 0 
To a pin 15 passing through the interior 

of the drill is attached a flexible drive shaft 
16. This shaft isv constructed in the known 
manner and consists of a set of links whose 

- connections form a series of universal joints. 
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The length of the flexible shaft is as great 
as the distance to which it is desired to eX 
tend the horizontal hole. To the upper end 
of the flexible shaft is attached a rigid shaft 
formed from a series of sucker rods 17 
screwed together in the usual manner. 
The method of using my drilling appara 

tus is as follows :_- ' . 

The drill 10 is placed within the elbow 4. 
The cutting surface of the drill fits into the 
recess '5. The elbow 4 and the pipe sections 
3 containing within them the flexible pipe 6 
and the flexible shaft 16 are lowered into the 
well. As the drill is lowered additional 
pipe sections 3 and additional sucker rods 17 
are screwed on. Each of the pipe sections 3 
has a mark or lock at each of its ends as, 
for example. the punch marks 19. In screw 
ing the sections together the marks on the 
two ends screwed together are brought into 
alinement. The mark upon the uppermost 
section. therefore, serves to indicate in which 
direction the elbow 4 is pointed. . 
The drill is lowered into the well to the 

depth to which it is desired to bore the hori 
zontal hole. The direction in which the 
horizontal hole is to be bored is then deter 
mined by turning the pipe sections 3 in the 
well 2 until the mark on the uppermost sec 
tion indicates thatA the elbow 4 points in the 
direction in which it is desired to drill the 
horizontal hole. The upper pipe section is 
then attached to a standard hydraulic head. 
The upper sucker rod passes through a 
stufling box in the usual manner, and is con 
nected to a. standard rotary drilling ma 
chine. ‘ 

v'l` he sucker rods. the flexible shaft and the 
drill are then rotated while water under 
pressure is forced into«the pipe sections 3. 
The water pressure forces the drill 1Q out 
from the elbow 4 and against the side of the 
well 1. As lthe drill is rotated its cutting 
surface enters the wall of the well 1 under 
the forward pressure of the water. The long 
rigid outer bearing surface of the drill with# 
in the hole which it cuts prevents any ma 
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terial change of direction of the drill. The 
drill will, therefore, bore a substantially 
straight hole. As the drill is fed forward 
by the~water pressure it drags with it the 
flexible tube 6. The fit between the flexible 
tube 6 and the pipe sections 3 is sufliciently 
tight to prevent any substantial amount 'of 
the water pumped into the pipe sections 
from passing outside the flexible pipe. If 
a little of the Water does ass between the 
pipe sections and the flexib e pipe, however, 
it has the beneficial effect of serving as a 
lubricant so that the pipe 6 may be pulled 
downward the more easily. Substantially 
all the water which is pumped into the pipe 
sections passes inside the flexible pipe 6 into 
the central cavity of the drill, and out 
throughthe holes,14 to the boring surface 
of the drill. The water flows outwardly 
across the boring surface of the drill carry 
ing with it the detritus produced by the bor 
ing. The water returns through the hole 
18 bored by the drill outside the drill and 
the flexible pipe 6 to the well 1, and is drawn 
off at the top of the well. 
The drilling is stopped from time to time 

for the attachment of an additional sucker 
rod as is customary in the drilling of straight 
vertical holes. ^ 

When the drilling is completed, the flex 
ible tube 6 and the drill 10 are drawn back 
into the elbow 4 and the pipe sections 3 by 
an upward pull exerted upon the sucker 
rods. The flare 5 at the end of the elbow 4 
tends to revent the flexible tube 6 from 
catching 1n the mouth of the elbow, and 
facilitates drawing it back. When the drill 
10 has been drawn completely back into the 
elbow 4 the entire apparatus may be hoisted 
from the well 1. 

If my drilling apparatus is used to pene 
trate comparatively soft earthy material, 
it may be desirable to introduce with the 
water a binder such as clay or cement. This 
binder will be deposited by the water in its 
return through the hole 18 `and will serve 
to prevent the walls of the hole 1S from 
caving in. In drilling rock or hard mate 
rial` however, no such binder is necessary. 

Modifications may be made in the specific 
device described without departingl from 
my invention. Among them are the follow 
mg: 
The elbow 4 need not form a right angle. 

By varying the angle of this elbow, holes 
may be driven at various angles from the 
horizontal. The sharpness of the angle of 
the elbow 4 is, however, limited by the flex 
ibility of the tube 6, it being necessary to 
'make the elbow 4 of such angle that the 
flexible tube may be drawn through it by 
the drill. ~ 
Other sorts of flexible tubes or hose may 

be substituted for the llexibe metal tube 
shown. 
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In‘place of the type of flexible shaft 
shown in the drawings, a wire rope or chain 
msg be substituted. p l 

ther types of drills may be substituted 
for the diamond drill shown. 
Some of the features of my invention are 

of Value in the drilling of straight holes, 
and my invention may be incorporated in 
ap aratus for this purpose. 

hat is claimed is: ' 
l. In drilling apparatus, a rigid pipe hav 

ing an elbow, a flexible tube fitting within 
said rigid pipe and poassing through said 
elbow, a drill rotata l mounted at the 
outer end of said flexi le tube, a flexible 
driving shaft attached to said drill lying 
within said flexible tube and adapted to 
pass through said elbow, and means for ro' 
tating said shaft. I _ , 

2. n drilling apparatus, the'combination 
of a flexible tube ‘open at its. rear end, a drill 
rotatably mounted in the forward end of 
said flexible tube having a cutting surface 
of greater diameter than the outer diameter 
of said flexible tube and having holes from 
its rear surface to its cutting surface, means 
surrounding said tube for introducing fluid 
under pressure into said flexible tube, 1and 
means for rotating said drill. ‘ 

3. Means for drilling a substantially hori 
zontal hole from the bottom of a deep well, 
comprising a rigid pipe adapted to be con 
nected to a hydraulic head and extending 
from the surface of the ground to the bot 
tom of the well and terminatinor in an 
elbow, a flexible albe etang Wallin said 
rigid pipe passing through said elbow and 
of a length equal to the distance to which 
it is desired to extend the horizontal holeî, 
a drill rotatably mounted in the end o . 
said flexible' tube, a flexible shaft within 
said flexible tube attached to said drill and 
of a length substantially equal to that of 
the ñexible tube, and a rigid shaft extend 
ing from the upper end „of said flexible 
shaft to the surface of the ground and 
adapted to be connected to a rotor. 

4. In drilling a paratus,` the combination 
of a rigid _ ipe adapted to be connected to 
a source o fluid pressure and terminating 
in an elbow having a flare at its outer edge, 
a flexible tube fitting closely within said 
rigid pipe and passing through said elbow, 
a drill rotatably mounted in the end of _said 
flexible tube having a cutting surface of 
greater diameter than the outer surface of 
said flexible tube and having holes from its 
rear surface to its cutting surface and be~ 
ing greater in length than in diameter, and 
means for rotating said drill. 

5. In a drilling apparatus, the combina 
tion of a rotatable drill, a flexible shaft at 
tached to said drill. means 'for rotating said 

` shaft, means for directing the drill at an 
65 angle from a hole already drilled, and means 

said r11 . 
6. In drillin apparatus, the combination 

of a rotatable rìll having an external bear 
ing surface greater in length than the cross 
section of said drill and having a cutting 
surface greater in diameter than its bearing 
surface and having holes from its rear sur 
face to its cutting surface, a flexible shaft 
attached to said drill, means for rotating 
said shaft, means for directing the drill at 
an angle from a hole already drilled, and 
means for a plying fluid under pressure to 
the rear endJ of said drill. 

7. In drilling apparatus, the combination 
of a rigid pipe terminating in an elbow, a 
flexible tube fitting within said rigid pipe 
and passing through said elbow, a drill at 
tached to the end of said flexible tube and 
means for operating said drill. 

8. In drilling apparatus, the combination 
of a rigid pipe adapted to be connected to a 
source of fluid under pressure, a flexible tube 
open at its rear end fitting within said rigid 
pipe, a drill mounted in the forward end of 
said flexible tube so that fluid introduced 
under-pressure into' said rigid pipe will feed 
said drill forward, the Ídrill dragging the 

^ flexible tube after it in its forward move 
ment, and means for operating said drill. 

9. In drilling apparatus, the combination 
of a pipe, adapted to be connected to a source 
of fluid under pressure, a tube fitting within 
said pipe, a drill mounted in the end of said 
tube, said tube having a piston action within 
said pipe, whereby the tube and the drill are 
fed forward by the introduction of fluid un 
der pressure into said pipe, and means for 
operating said drill. 

10. In drilling apparatus, the combina 
tion of an outer pipe adapted to be connected 
to a source of fluid under pressure, an inner 
tube fitting within said outer pipe, a drill 
rotatably mounted in the end of said inner 
tube, said tube havin a piston action within 
said pipe so that sai tube and said drill are 
fed forward by the introduction of fluid un 
derv pressure into said pipe, and means for 
rotatinr said drill. ` 

.l 11. n drilling apparatus, the combina 
tion of a rotary drill, a shaft adapted to 

` transmit torque to said drill, and means for 
applying continuous fluid pressure to the 
rear. of said drill to feed it forward. . - 

l 12. In drilling apparatus, the combina 
tion of a rotary drill having a longitudinal 
lwaring surface greater in length than in 
cross-section and having a 'cutting .face 
greater in cross-section than said bearing 
surface and having holesfrom its rear sur 
face to its cutting surface, a shaft attached 
to said drill and arranged to` ap ly torque 
thereto, and means for applying uid under 
pressure to the rear surface of said drill. 

13. In drilling apparatus, the combina 

for` a pl ing fluid‘pressure to the rear of 
.y , l . 
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tion of. a rotary drill having a hole from its 
rear surface to its cutting surface, a shaft 
attached to said Adrill and adapted to aäply 
tor ue thereto, and means for apâil mg uid 
un er pressure to the rear of sal rill so as 
to cause 4said Huid to force the drill forward 
and to pass through said hole and across 
the cutting surface of the drill to remove 
the detritus roduced by borin . ' ’ 

14. In dri ling apparatus, t e combina 
tion of a tube ~open at its rear end, a drill 
rotatably mounted in the forward end of 
said tube and having a hole from its rear 
surface to'its cutting surface,_ means sur 
rounding said tube for introducing fluid un 
der pressure into the rear end of said tube, 

y and means for rotating said drill. 
15. In drilling apparatus, the combina 

tion of a'drill having a hole from its rear 
surface to its cutting surface, means for op 
erating said drill, and means for applying 
ñuid under continuous pressure to the rear 
of said drill so as to cause said fluid to feed 
the drill forward and to pass through said 
hole and across the cutting surface of the 
drill to remove the detritus produced by the 
action of the drill. ‘ 

16. In drilling apparatus, the combina 
tion of a tube open at its rear end, a drill 
mounted in the forward end of said tube and 
having a hole from its rear surface to its 
cutting surface, means for operatin said 

’ drill, and means surrounding said tu e for 

« the 
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introducin fluid under pressure into the 
rear end o said tube. 

17. Means for Ndrilling a substantially 
horizontal hole from the bottom of a deep 
well comprisin an elbow to be lowered to 

bottom of tie well, a «series of ipe sec 
tions forming a ri id pipe from said elbow 
to the surface of t e ground, a mark upon 
the uppermost pipe- section serving to indi 
cate the directlon in which the elbow is 
pointed and means for drillin a hole in 
ine with the outer end of said e ow. 
18. Means for drilling a substantially 

horizontal hole from the bottom of a deep 
well, comprising an elbow adapted to be 
placed near the 'bottom of the well, a series 
~of lpipe sections adapted to be screwed to 
get er to form a rigid pipe extending from 
said elbow to the surface of the ground, a 
set of marks near each end of each pipe sec 
tion indicating the angular relation of each 
pipe section to the succeeding section, so that 
the mark u on the uppermost section indi 
cates the direction in which the elbow is 
ointed and means for drilling a hole in 
ine with the cuter end of said elbow; 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 

my' hand in the presence of two subscribing 
witnesses. . « 

_ BERNARD GRANVILLE. 
Witnesses: 

ETHEL JoHNEs, 
A. L. KENT. 
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